Introduction
Fujicolor Crystal Archive Papers

We at Fujifilm know that photos are taken for one purpose – to preserve, relive and enjoy the most precious moments in your life. Because of this, we keep working on our technology and improving our silver halide products, with the result that our paper products are still market-leading and deliver exceptional quality.

You can always trust in our paper, whether you’re a professional or a keen amateur photographer. Whatever you need, our range of silver halide paper types has the perfect product for you.

All our paper types guarantee:
- Amazing colour longevity
- Brilliant whites
- Continuous tone
1. Fujicolor Crystal Archive Paper

The paper:
Our standard paper is anything but standard. It is a high-quality paper which delivers enhanced colour reproduction, exceptional image stability and excellent photo handling. This paper is available with a glossy, lustre or matt finish.

What you’ll love about it:
Every second is worth keeping: preserve everyday moments like your kids’ birthdays or an unforgettable snapshot. Fujicolor Crystal Archive Paper will never fail to impress you – it offers real value for all your needs.
2. Crystal Archive Paper Supreme

The paper:
This silver halide colour paper is something quite special. It comes with a thicker base, which is provided in superior handling properties and can be recognised by its attractive, valuable gold back print. It has a luxurious character in feel and appeal.

This paper is available with a glossy or lustre finish.

What you'll love about it:
You want to preserve beautiful memories or need something valuable for special occasions? This is your little treasure, a precious gift for birthdays or Christmas that enhances your photos and embellishes your moments.
3. Crystal Archive Paper Supreme High Definition

The paper:
This premium silver halide paper comes with a high-definition coating for higher densities so that more colour can be produced. It has a wide colour range and boasts a noticeable thickness. Supreme High Definition paper delivers enhanced colour reproduction, a wider gamut and excellent image stability.

What you'll love about it:
We at Fujifilm know that every dedicated photo-lover, every passionate and semi-professional photographer puts his or her heart and soul into taking good pictures. Now you can get the perfect results you deserve.

This paper reproduces your landscape, animal or nature photos as if you were there again. You can see, feel and almost touch the scene – photos as vivid as reality.
4. Crystal Archive Digital Paper Type DP II

The paper:
This silver halide colour paper has all the good qualities of supreme high-definition paper and is exclusively designed for professional use. It offers the widest colour gamut, high maximum density for deep blacks and excellent colour saturation.

This paper is available with a glossy, lustre, matt or silk finish.

What you'll love about it:
As a professional photographer or artist, you demand professional results. Fujicolor Crystal Archive Digital Paper Type DP II ticks all the right boxes: wedding moments are preserved for posterity, portraits and commercial photos are guaranteed to capture people’s attention and your art exhibitions will become crowdpullers.

This paper will really bring your photos to life.
5. Crystal Archive Digital Pearl Paper

The paper:
This silver halide colour paper is truly stunning: in addition to professional paper qualities, it comes with embedded pearl-like particles which create a distinctive iridescent appearance with a thick base and high stiffness.

This paper is available with a glossy finish.

What you'll love about it:
Sometimes in life you need something special – extraordinary moments call for something sublime. With Digital Pearl Paper, you can create a distinctive and very special look that will turn your portrait, fashion and commercial photos into real eye-catchers.
6. Crystal Archive Album Paper

The paper:
This silver halide colour paper is designed to produce prints of high image quality for photo books. The base of our Crystal Archive Album Paper is specially designed for assembling prints after processing and mounting them onto double-sided photo album pages. It also allows lay-flat binding. It delivers enhanced colour reproduction and excellent image stability.

The lustre finish is not only a feast for the eye – it is also eternally resistant to fingerprints.

What you’ll love about it:
Everyday moments such as your kids’ birthdays, great snapshots and cute selfies will stay beautiful forever with Fujicolor Crystal Archive Album Paper. That means you can look through your cherished moments over and over again without leaving a trace, keeping them vivid and as good as new for generations to come.
7. Crystal Archive Album High Definition Paper

The paper:
Our High Definition Album Paper has a thin, glossy base which enables the automatic creation of photo book blocks with special lay-flat binding technology. It delivers enhanced colour reproduction and excellent image stability with a smooth, high-gloss finish featuring a special protective layer against fingerprints and stickiness.

This paper is available with a glossy or lustre finish.

What you’ll love about it:
Whether you’re making a small gift for loved ones or a precious album with cherished moments for yourself, your photos will look outstanding on this paper without sticking together. You, your friends and family are the only ones who will be glued to this photo book.
8. Crystal Archive Album DP II Paper

The paper:
This silver halide colour paper is one of Fujifilm’s best premium quality papers. It is a high-density professional photo album paper that delivers enhanced colour reproduction, white purity and excellent image stability.

Fujicolor Crystal Archive Album DP II Paper is available with a lustre finish.

What you'll love about it:
Whether it’s a breathtaking sunset, a stunning landscape or an urban scene, this paper is your reliable partner if you want to express intense contrasts and rich colours.

The vibrant colour reproduction and excellent image stability guarantee brilliant pictures that look as vivid as real life and let you enjoy and relive cherished moments.
9. Crystal Archive Velvet

The paper:
This silver halide colour paper is designed with a magnificent innovative velvet surface structure. It is produced using a special, high-tech Fujifilm process which gives the surface an extraordinary coating.

The result is an ultra-matt appearance with a special protective finish that is resistant to fingerprints and reflects no light whatsoever.

What you'll love about it:
As a professional photographer, you want to present your photos in a way no one else has done before. Or perhaps you want to offer your clients something new, exquisite and valuable. With Fujicolor Crystal Archive Velvet paper, you can showcase your pictures in a previously unseen, innovative way. The velvet surface appeals to the sense of touch and offers the ultimate matt experience.

Favourite photos are wrapped up in “velvet” and precious moments are preserved for eternity.
THE FUJIFILM SILVER HALIDE FINISH
THE FUJIFILM SILVER HALIDE PHOTO BOOKS
Fujifilm Photo book

Introduction / At a glance

Your photos are a record of your life and deserve to be captured forever. What better way to present them than with our high-quality, professionally designed photo books?

All our photo books come with:
- A quality hard cover
- Lay-flat binding for extraordinary, unimpeded viewing
- 100% original Fujifilm photo paper

Enjoy and relive your cherished moments, page by page.
1. Small but mighty

Do you love using Pinterest and Instagram to showcase and celebrate your life?

This photo book comes in a handy, small square format for all your treasured everyday moments. Its convenient size makes it easy to take with you so you can show your friends and family what you have experienced. It is ideal for snapshots or unique, funny moments of your kids and all those precious little everyday moments. Brilliant photos and a high-quality, professional design guarantee vivid memories.

10 × 10 cm, square format, lay-flat binding, hardcover bookbinding
2. A cool format for your cool life

Do you like to share the highlights of your social life with others?

Now you can permanently capture and present your coolest pictures and favourite moments in a photo book. That unforgettable trip, the epic snapshot with your friends on a rooftop or that crazy selfie at a brilliant party – collect all these memories together. This photo book is like a pinboard for recording your life with your friends.

10 × 15 cm, landscape format, lay-flat binding, hardcover bookbinding
3. The little square book for big moments

Mark special days or leisure activities with this special photo book in a stunning 13 × 13 cm format. The brilliant images and professional design let you enjoy special occasions and memories vividly again and again.

13 × 13 cm, square format, lay-flat binding, hardcover bookbinding
4. Make their day with a birthday photo book that’s just for them

There are moments in our lives that are special and unique. You only experience them once, but you want to capture them forever: an 18th birthday perhaps, or the birth of your first child. This square album keeps all those precious moments safe. Brilliant images on high-quality, original Fujifilm photo paper ensure that once-in-a-lifetime moments never fade.

20 × 20 cm, square format, lay-flat binding, hardcover bookbinding
5. A panoramic format for breathtaking panoramas

What a view! Walk along the Great Wall of China again or gaze in amazement at Mount Everest. Compelling landscapes come alive with this impressive landscape format. Enjoy every fantastic panorama as if you were there again, on brilliant paper with vivid colours and a breathtaking format.

21 × 28 cm, landscape format, lay-flat binding, hardcover bookbinding
6. Celebrate festive moments

The sparkling Christmas tree, the children’s excited eyes or the biggest turkey ever – celebrate your festive season with this brilliant photo book in a grand 28 × 21 cm format and treat yourself to a special gift that you and your loved ones can enjoy all year round.

28 × 21 cm, portrait format, lay-flat binding, hardcover bookbinding
7. The wedding photo book: turn your big day into a wonderful picture story

Moving love stories deserve to be told in a book.

From “I do” to the first dance and heading off on honeymoon – capture those beautiful moments with heart-warming photos you’ll treasure forever. There are plenty of other life events that deserve to be recorded in this book too, such as christenings, anniversary celebrations or family holidays.

30 × 30 cm, square format, lay-flat binding, hardcover bookbinding
8. Every journey has a story – tell it with this premium format

Your round-the-world trip may be over, but you can travel through your pictures with this landscape photo book.

The breathtaking, highly professional images turn your pictures into epic moments. Enjoy your journey – or any other major event, like a festival – over and over again with this premium format, which is as great and magnificent as life itself.

This book is also the ideal, professional way to present your photo portfolio or annual corporate event.

30 × 45 cm, landscape format, lay-flat binding, hardcover bookbinding